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Dear members of the teractions— that should not change. Let me
Class of 1996: elaborate.
Thank you for giving
me the opportunity to
address you in your
Yearbook. This is the
first time I have had the
honor of writing this
message, and it gives me
great pleasure to do so.
The theme you have
chosen for your class,
[“Future Changes and
Past Traditions,” has
provided me with a
myriad of images. It has
made me ponder and re-
flect deeply which, I am
sure, is part of your mes-
sage to your classmates.
For graduating col-
lege students, the
theme is apt. The only
thing certain about
/our future is change—
personally and globally.
The cyber world is upon
as, and we can’t, even if
we want to, return to a
purely “digital” world.
A.nd yet, in this age of
virtual reality and al-
most instant worldwide
communication, there
are some things— some
traditions and civilities
and gentler human in-
We pride ourselves at Merrimack College
in providing a state-of-the-art education
while, at the same time, giving our students
a real sense of our tradition. We want both for
our students — the best of what is new and
the best of the past— because, we firmly be-
lieve, both are important in helping you dis-
cover how you should lead your lives.
Humans do not live by bread alone; they
need nourishment for their souls as well as
nourishment for their bodies, and at Mer-
rimack we believe we give you the means for
both.
You can never be prepared fully for the
changes and challenges you will meet in the
future but, with the basis of your family and
religious traditions,
and the traditions we
hope you have come to
revere at Merrimack
College, we believe
that you will have the
wherewithal to meet
those changes crea-
tively and in a way








and reverence for the
spiritual. It will serve
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Robert O’Brien, a lifelong resident of North Andover,
graduated from Merrimack College in 1973. During his
college years, Bob served as Secretary of the Junior
and Senior classes, was listed in Who’s Who in American
Colleges and Universities, was Chairman of the Politi-
cal Science Council, a staff assistant for the Warrior,
he College newspaper, and recipient of the 1973 Senior
Service Award. After graduation he worked at the Na-
tional Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C.
Bob returned to Merrimack College in 1979 as an as-
sistant to the Library Director (his mother, Ellenora
worked as a dormitory supervisor in Ash Center for 22
years). He presently holds the position of Operations
Manager. In his seventeen years at Merrimack, Bob
as been involved with numerous committees, most re-
cently the 50th Anniversary Committee.
In his work at the McQuade Library, Bob has hired and
seen graduate over 500 student assistants. He has
served as their supervisor, friend, and a mentor. Many
of these students have asked Bob to be references
while seeking jobs. He has successfully helped many of
these graduates gaining jobs ranging from the major
banking positions to members of successful presi-
dential campaigns.
Bob is personable and easy going, always having the
time to listen and share his thoughts. He is very well
liked and respected at Merrimack College, the school
he feels such strong ties to. He, like many other people,
have worked faithfully and unselfishly to make what
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Front L-R: Kathleen Goodwin— Accounts Payable Supervisor, Donna
Couture — Controller. Back L-R: Tina Tine — Accounting Assistant,
Debra Simone — Accounts Payable Clerk.
American Language
Academy
Colleen Gaffney — Administrative Assistant.
Admissions Office
Front Row L-R: John Hamel— Senior Associate Dean, Susan Murphy— Assistant Dean/Coordinator
of Transfer Affairs, Rev. Robert Burke, OSA — Admissions Counselor, Mary Lou Retelle — Dean of
Admissions/Financial Aid, Joseph Shaheen, Jr.— Assistant Dean, Janet Bourgea— Office Manager.
Back Row L-R: Eileen Sarre— Executive Secretary, Elizabeth Seidewand— Admissions Counselor,
Theresa Webster — Principal Secretary, Rev. Joseph Gillin, OSA — Admissions Counselor.
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Bookstore & Computer Store Bursar’s Office
FRLNCX
L-R: Maria Rabito, Dan Lombardo, Edward McGee — Computer Store Manager, Patricia
Byrne — Campus Shop Manager.
Front: Barbara Kennedy — Cashier, Back L-R:
Sarah Kidd — Bursar, Patricia Riopelle — Man-
ager of Student Accounting.
Campus Ministry
L-R: Jacqueline McLeod — Executive Secretary, Sr. Elaine Polcari, SSND — Director, Rev.
Terrance Hyland, OSA — Campus Minister, Sr. Mary Sweeney, SCH — Campus Minister.
Career Services/Co-op
Education
Front Row L-R: Gail Doyle— Associate Director Career Services, Eileen
Dougherty— Program Coordinator, Norma Herzlinger— Job Developer/
Career Counselor. Back Row L-R: Jean Reynolds — Secretary, Martha
Wright— Principal Secretary, Alane DeLuca— Corporate Liason/Career
Counselor.
Continuing Education
Front: Diane Aprile— Acting Dean. Standing L-R: Lynne Schapita
— Secretary, Corrina Guarino — Office Manager.
Conference & Events/Physical
Plant
Front Center L-R: Cathie Onessimo — Facilities Coordinator, Robert Coppola — Director of the





Front L-R: Jan Brink — Administrative Assistant, Leslie Dangel — Pro-
gram Coordinator for Direct Marketing. Back L-R: Scott Sullivan — Pro-
gram Coordinator, Diane Munro— Corporate Consultant, Allan Benowitz—
Corporate Consultant.
Sitting L-R: Gerald Dugal — Director, Nancy Barry, RN — Su-
pervisor of Nursing Services. Standing L-R: Rosemary Holland,
RN, Deborah Fusco— Administrative Assistant, Sharon Brous-
sard — Counselor.
Credit Union Deans
L-R: Dr. Zvi Szafran— Dean of Faculty/Science & Engineering, Dr. Albert DeCiccio— Dean
of Faculty/Liberal Arts, Prof. Richard DelGaudio— Dean of Faculty/Business Administra-
tion, Dr. David Walsh — Dean of Studies.
Front: Claire Valcourt. Back: Joanne Kinsella.
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Financial Aid Office Fiscal Affairs
L-R: Margaret Shine — Secretary, Linda Cimmino — Loan Coordinator, Penelope King—
Assistant Director, Christine Mordach — Director.
Sitting: Brenda Smith — VP for Fiscal Affairs.





L-R: Lisa Bishop, Gary Kelley — Coordinator Administrative Comput., Kathleen
Smith— Operations Manager. Rand Hall — Director Academic Comp Mgr. System &
Network, Christine Bouchard — Microcomputer Coordinator, Charline Mahoney —
Director.
Phyllis Widgren — Personnel Assistant, Bernard
Smith, Jr. — Director Human Resources.
Institutional Advancement
Front Row L-R: John Obert — Manager Academic Resource Development, Ruth Ann Hol-
;apfel— Senior Development Officer, Gael Gangi— Gift Recorder, Anne Olenio— Principal
[Secretary, Kimberly Rayla— Telemarketing Supervisor. Middle Row L-R: Susan Wojtas—
Director of Alumni Relations, Casey Coburn— Director of Public Relations, Rose Shamber-
|'er— Staff Assistant/Annual Fund, Lisa Berardinangelo — Computer Systems Coordina-
or. Back Row L-R: JoAnn Orso — Secretary to Director of Alumni Relations, Georgianne
dedor — Staff Assistant, Amanda Preston — Dir. Corporate/Foundations Relations.





Sitting L-R: Rosemary Bazin— Secretary, Maureen Welby— Catering Manager, Nancy McMillan
— Cafeteria Manager. Standing: Dennis Gillespie — Manager.
Martin Goldman — Director
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Math Center McQuade Library
Sitting L-R: Carole Sokolowski— Director, Melissa De-
mers — Peer Tutor. Standing: Nga (Candy) Nguyen —
Peer Tutor.
Front L-R: Robert O’Brien— Asst, to Director for Business Affairs, Helen Hanigan —
Assistant Director of Library. Back L-R: Kevin Salemme — Media Services Librari-
an, Barbara Lachance— Collection Development Librarian, Stephen Bahre— Direc-
tor.
Payroll Office




David Breen — Director Planning & Administration, Sandy Lind-
ley — Administrative Assistant.
24
Post Office
L-R: Paul Dearborn— Postmaster, Heather Leivovitc, Toini Ganley— Postal Assistant, JeffGuerra.
President’s Office
Richard Santagati, President. Mary Ann Morin — Executive Assistant to the President.
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Provost/VP Academic Affairs
Dr. Theodore Long— Provost/Vice President.
Printing Center
Steven Gooding — Off-Set Printer, Karen Pope — Manager.




Sitting: Casey Coburn — Director of Public Relations.
Standing L-R: Sarah Davis, Margaret Cook — Secretary.
Public Safety Purchasing Office
-R: Sergeant Daniel Brown, Maureen Cavanaugh— Secretary, Richard Cain, Jr.—
irector of Public Safety.
Barry Smith — Director, Kathleen Korona — Pur-
chasing Assistant.
Registrar’s Office
L-R: Elaine Grelle — Assistant to the Registrar, Shirley LaPointe — Registrar, Tina Mahoney —
Assistant to the Registrar, Carol Muldoon — Assistant Registrar.
;
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Resident Life Student Activities
Sitting L-R: Julianne Durkin — Resident Director, Elaine Grant — Director of
Resident Life, Kevin Kindregan — Assistant Director of Resident Life. Standing
L-R: Robert Williams — Resident Director (Monican), David Rogers — Resident
Director, Thomas Burke — Resident Director (Ash).
Sitting: Julianne Durkin — Program Coordinator, David
Rogers— Program Coordinator. Standing: Maryellen Col-
liton — Director of Student Activities.
Student Life
L-R: Bruce Baker — Dean of Student Development, Dr. Joseph
Kelley — Vice President, Catherine DeBurro — Administrative
Assistant.
Technical Services
L-R: Raymond Crossman — Computer & Network Technician,
Harold Foreman — Director.
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Telecommunications Receptionist
Sitting: Eunice Blackwell — Switchboard Oper-
ator. Standing: Patricia Druid — Manager.
Writing Center
Sitting: Student Tutor, Dan Nadeau. Standing L-R: Deborah Burns— Direc-
tor, Kathi Macklis — Academic Counselor.
Betty Riley — Receptionist Austin Hall.
Publications Office





L-R: Donna Tombarelli — Lab Manager, Dr. Marcel Gregoire. Dr. Larry Kelts, Dr.
Kathleen Fitzpatrick — Chair, Prof. Byron Beaty, Dr. Marcia Walsh, Josephine Nap-
olitano, Shirley McDonald — Secretary, Dr. Janine LeBlanc-Straceski.
Prof, Donald Nelson — Chair, Prof. William Wells.
Chemistry Civil
Engineering
L-R: Prof. Anthony DeLuzio, Prof. Philip
Larson, Doug Therrien— Lab Technician,
Anne Olenio— Secretary, Dr. David West-
erling.
Front L-R: Dr. Zvi Szafran, Dr. Kathleen Swallow — Chair, Dr. Mono M. Singh, Dr. Cynthia
McGowan, Dr. Rick Kelly. Back L-R: Catherine Festa — Secretary, Alexander Katznelson, Dr.
Stephan Leone, Dr. Angeliki Rigos.
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Education
L-R: Dr. Douglas Hamman, Fr. Thomas Bogardus, Dr. Brenda Brown — Chair, Tina Nicolaisen —
Secretary, Prof. William Russell.
Electrical & Computer Engineering
L-R: Prof. Rit Chiang, Dr. Daniel Farmer, Paul Hogan, Catherine Giangrande — Secretary, Craig
Christensen, Prof. John Sifferlen, Daniel O’Brien — Chair.
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English
Sitting L-R: Dr. Paul Vatalaro, Dr. Albert DeCiccio, Dr. Kevin Plunkett— Chair, Dr. Mary Kay
Mahoney. Standing L-R: Dr. Steven Scherwatzky, Dr. Michael Rossi, Prof. Robert Keohan, Dr.
Kathleen Cain, Dr. Deborah Burns.
History




L-R: Dr. Michael Louis Brennan, Prof. William Hofmann, Prof. Patricia Sendall, Prof. David
Kapelner, Prof. Arvind Pandit, Prof. John Koziell, Dr. Susan Pariseau — Chair, Prof. James
Stewart, Prof. S. Bruce Han.
Marketing
L-R: Dr. James Corbett, Prof. Joseph Stasio, Jr. — Chair, Dr. Charles Comegys.
Math & Computer Science
Front Row L-R: Carole Sokolowski — Director Math Center,
Prof. Caroline Labenski, Dr. Norma Rueda, Dr. Chong Rae Kim,
Dr. Xiaorong Shen. Back Row L-R: Prof. David Finn, Dr. Walter
Maxey, Dr. Michael St. Vincent — Chair, Prof. Mary Noonan,
Paula Cardone — Secretary, Dr. Emily Petrie.
Modern Languages
L-R: Dr. Andres Villagra, Sylvia Pressman, Francesca Gagliardi, Prof. Lawrence Gillooly, Linda
Pomerleau — Secretary.
Philosophy
Sitting L-R; Dr. Arthur Ledoux — Chair, Dr.
Gerald Matross, Dr. John Warren. Standing L-R:
Dr. George Heffernan, Lisa Marie Esposito-
Buckley, Jaques Duvoisin, Thomas McCarthy.
Political Science
Psychology
L-R: Sunil Bhatia, Dr. Laura Craig-Bray,
Dr. Carol Ann Dalto, Margaret Lanca, Dr.
Carol Reichenthal, Patricia Bowman-




Sitting L-R: Dr. Joanna Zhou, Gail Farmer— Secretary, Dr. Elaine Huber, Anna Choi. Stand-
ing L-R: Martin Goldman, Rev. Kevin Dwyer, OSA, Rev. Thomas Casey, OSA — Chair.
Sociology
L-R: Dr. Raymond Dorney, Prof. Frederick Peterson, Dr. Ronald McCarthy.
An irreplaceable colleague and friend
Dr. John “Doc” Royal, 68, died of Cancer in his
North Andover home on Saturday, March 30,
1996. A professor of Mathematics for 36 years,
he was active in Merrimack sports and served
as Math Department chair for 10 years. He
will be sadly missed. March 30, 1996 will for-




Saying thank you for their
To John Warren, professor of Philosophy, in rec-
ognition of his completion of his 41st year of serv-






































many years of service
Saying thank you for their
To Daniel Tambasco, professor of Physics, in recognition of his completion of
his 30th year of service to Merrimack College.
40
many years of service
To Marcel Gregoire, professor of Biology To Donald Hanson, professor of Marketing













































Brian J. Bubela Anthony C. Burgess
Civil Engineering Marketing


















































































Christopher D. Davis Nicole L. Davis
English Management
Philosophy




































Michael P. Drum Cara L. Dugan Timothy Dugan
Civil Engineering AccountingBussiness Eco. Computer Science
Nancy L. Dussault
Marketing
Kristin C. Edwards Michael D. Edwards
Biology




































































































































































































































































RED - RUN Shawn M. Reddish
English



























Mark K. Sheytanian Michael S. Snyder
Sociology Electrical Engineering
Psychology/English


















Patricia R. Viera Erika L. Walsh
English/Political Science Political Science/English
Kenneth W. Walsh
Psychology Vie - XIF










George Xifaras Vie - XIF
Computer Science
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Angela Allegro Brian B. Andreottola
Congratulations Angela!! Brian,





We are very proud your successful
completion of your studies for your
Bachelors Degreeat Merrimack
College. We wisyou the best of luck
and hope all your hard work is
rewarded with a successful career and
a happy life.
Love,
Best wishes to the class of 1996!! Dad, Mom & Jaime
Erin K. Beal
Erin,
We are pleased &
proud of you as a
unique little girl
who loved animals
& nature. Now we
are pleased &








We knew you could do it!!
Have a Great time in Italy!!
LOVE,
MOM & DAD
Robert G. Briggs, Jr. Michael Burt
Congratulations BOB!! Congratulations "Michael"
We are all proud of you. You've The future is a mystery that
worked hard but it was ,worth it! May everyone explores. I’ll share your
this be just one milestone in a life full possibilities. Remember that
of success. you’re not alone. My love is always
God Bless you! there, the challenge that defines
your life. My hear will gladly share!
Love,




We are so very proud of you
and your accomplishments. Your
determination and strong character
will make you even more successful
as life goes on.





The entire family is very proud of
you. Graduating from college is another
one of your great achievements. Please
continue to strive to be your best.
We wish you success and happiness!
Love,
MOM, DAD. DARA & Michele
Timothy P. Carey
I think we knew the
day you came, our








Tim! Good luck and
God bless!












Use the knowledge and
experiences gained in these past four
years to create continued happiness,
fulfillment and success.






We are so proud of you and
all you have accomplished these
four years. We knew it would not
be easy and we also knew you would
overcome all obstacles.
Love Always,




You have made us
very proud of
you!!







We are so very proud of you! You
have worked very hard and it paid off.




You have been rewarded for your
efforts and you have made us proud.
The world is out there for you and your







Since day one you've
been a joy and a
/ \ pleasure.Our pride
/ RfHPI \ in you is immence.
/ Cl l Y°ur future wi| l be
1 .T I shining as your
Bonnie Correia
To our daughter Bonnie,
Congratulations!! We are very proud in
your success. As we watched you work
hard to achieve this goal. May the
future always bring the things you're
hoping for.




We are extremely proud of you for
having completed a very important part
of your life.You have worked very hard
to be successful and now is the time to
celebrate. We love you Son, Brother
and Grandson.
Signed:
Mom, Dad, Michelle, Gary &Nanna
(Nonno, Grandma & Grandpa)
Diana Crudele
Diana,
We want you to
know that we are








Ma, Dad & Tony
David D’Eramo
To our baby boy,
You have climbed




love and can be






Great job, we knew you would!!
You have done so much, we are very
proud! Best of all you're still Melissa,
don't ever change. You are wonderful!










It's time for some







All your hard work
has finally paid off.
We love you and
are so very proud
of you-you're the
greatest! Now
get out there and
"set the world on
fire."
Luv ya, Mom & Dad
Craig DiBella
Craig,
Way to go! Here it





for you have paid
your dues.
Love,












Mom, Dad & Dave
Colleen Diles
Dear Colleen,
The past four years have gone by so
quickly - the good times and closer
friends will always be remembered
and stay a part of your life - you're
DAD would have been proud of all




















We knew you could do it.





you've set for your
brotha & sista, for
the goals you've
met while we sat
home & missed ya
your Mammy and
Pappy wanna hug













\BV lence will enable
you to pursue your
\ J goals and meet, the***








L qflfjWvT*BBBjft hopefully you
^
won't say, "MyW college years are
HgJ| Iw U p on the roof!"








- B^B Whatever youB ^ 4 ‘ d strive for, we want
’JMM you to be happy!
\ Love,
>|"r- 1 Mom & Dad
Kerri-Anne V. Fields









/ Matt ’/ You have reached
/ \ anottier milestone.









\ /w / Love,\B y' Mom, Dad,^ Joe & Jess
Linda Fronczak
1 From your first day of
d|BjL school to your last,
BRF^ \ you have always
\ made us proud.
iTf 1V~T- \ Congratulations
J and best wishes
1 for the future
J








Katrina & Carey Grant
Congratulations on another
accomplishment! As you
enter the next stage of
life remember we will














be here for you.
With enormous pride





We are all so
proud of you.








Congratulations on a job well done.
Your entire family is extremely proud of
you. We only hope that you are as







It has been a long road, but you
made it. We are so very proud of you
and wish you the very best life has to













always be here for
you. May the wind
always be at your
back. Congratula-
tions!
Love, Mom & Dad
Michelle L. King
Michelle,
You have worked so very hard, the








From "Little Bit" to a beautiful
young woman. We have always been
so very proud to be your parents.





We're very proud of you
& wish you the
brightest future. As
you strike out now
may the road rise
to meet you & the
sun shine warm
upon your face.
May God hold you
in the palm of His
Hand. Thanks for
making us part of
your college experience
Love, Mom, Dad, Hanna
Jessica Koosa
Congratulations
Jess! We are so



























The world is yours, and you have









f \ always proud of
L*C v° u *3est




clrove a f° rk lift
11 parade start?" -
ffeJ Disney."l designed
a flyer (10,000 for
worldwide distribu-
are
Love, Mom, Dad & Beth
Sandra M. Mabbett
Sandy,
We are proud of you! You're a
fine young woman and have done well.
We wish you success and hope that








You've done a great job and we're
very proud of this accomplishment.
You have worked very hard and we
wish you much happiness and
success.
Love,
Mom, Dad & Jay
Ryan C. Mailhiot
"A message to our son"
Having you for a son has been one of
the greatest gifts life has given us. For
all you’ve been, for all you are and for
all you are yet to be.
How proud we are!!!
Your loving parents,
Mom & Dad
Albert P. Manzi, III
Congratulations Al,
We knew you could do it! So much
for Guidance Departments! Hope you







Krista! We are so
proud of you, not
only for all that
you've accom-
plished but for



























oped as a traveler
on your continuing
journey. We adore
you and wish you
happiness wherever




Love and kisses for your
graduation. We wish you nothing but
happiness and success, as you start
your new life into the world. You can't
imagine how proud we are and how
much we love you. We're always there





Two parents could not be
more proud of a daughter, as we are of
you. From the first day you were born,
you were a fighter. Each step you took
was a struggle, but you met the
challenge head on. You will do well in







You are a gifted
and caring young
woman. We're very
proud of all your
accomplishments.
Be true to yourself
and follow your
dreams. God will
show you the way.
We love you!
Mom, Dad & Steve
John C. Parrish
Dear Johnny:
Cuan orgulloso estamos de
Ti' en la vida. Tu' nos haz mucho
caroje. Becado en Merrimack por 4
anos, y ahora Los Cuepos de Paz. Tu
eres un hijo considerado, inteligente,
responsable y guapo. Gracis por hacer
nuestras vidas ineores. Nosotros
estamos llenas de alegria porti'.
Esperamos esa alegria que tu nos haz
dodo sea compensada.
Love, Mom, Dad & Danny
Christopher J. Pearce
Success to Emerson is- "To leave the
world a better place to know, even one
life, has breathed easier because you
have lived." For all the lives you have
touched Chris, you are truly a success.









all so proud of
you. Always
keep smiling




David on all your
accomplishments.
We are very







Mom, Dad & Lisa
Brian M. Poulliot
Brian,
May life lead you always in
pleasants ways. May dear friends be
close to you all of your days. May you
like the work that is yours to do. May
you always hold a coin or two. May
love fill your life, a smile light your face.
May the world where you dwell, be a
wonderful place. Congratulations!
Mom, Dad, Shelly & Joel
Anne M. Quatrocchi
Dear Annemarie,
We have always been





you do. We truly
have been blessed.








you are good at
and you know
where talents
lie; but if you're
ruled by others,
your uniqueness
could pass by. It’s
a big world, let




























Today is your day.
You're off to Great
Places! You're off
& away! Wherever
you fly, you'll be
best of the best.
Wherever you go,
you will top all the
rest. ..Dr Seuss
Wherever you go we
will always be proud
of you. Love, Mom
Dad & the Whole Gang
Lisa Shanks
Dear Lisa,
Words cannot express how proud
we are of you. Having you for a
daughter has been one of the greatest
gifts life has given us. For all you are
and for all you're yet to be come. We
love you very much.
Love,




The credit belongs to you. Your
positive attitude, determination, &
integrity make you the quality person you
are. We thank God each and every day
for blessing us with you. We love you




We are so proud of you and your
accomplishments. Keep aiming high,
reaching and striving for all your goals.
You have set your mind to reach them
and you always will. Remain as




















the rest will be
easy.
All our love,
J J J J JrB
Mark E. Terrien
Dear Mark,
We had no doubts you would do a
good job. Wishing you happiness and







We are very proud of all you
have accomplished.
Yourdetermination and hard work
will help you to always be
successful. May your life be
happy and healthy.
All our love,
Mom, Dad & Stephen
Amy L. Veilleux
Amy,
You have given us such
joy. We are very
proud of you & wish






our dreams by being
such a wonderful &
caring daughter.
Congratulations.
Love, Mom, Dad & Marky
Erika L. Walsh
Erika,
When you were a little girl, I
always knew you were special. It's
been a long road and you have
travelled it so well. I have always been






No longer just another pretty face...




Dad, Avie, Andy & Chanie
Stacy White
Congratulations Stacy,
You should be very proud of
yourself and all you've accomplished
we are very happy for you and
impressed not only with your success,
but with the motivation and strength of
characteryou show in getting where
you want to go. Way to go!!!!
Love,






































































































Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
Michelle Broussard
432 Salem St.

















790 So. Barfield Dr.
Marco Island, FL 33937
Allison Baker
PO Box 107
So. Walpole, MA 02071
Christopher Boucher


















133 Webster St. NW #2
Washington, DC 20011
Matthew Callahan












































































































































West Boylston, MA 01583
Colleen Diles
























































































































7 Allen Park Dr.
Wilmington, MA 01887
Dennis Egan
624 N Speakman Ln.
West Chester, PA 19380
Scott Elwell
















West Babylon, NY 11704
Danielle Ferrier
RR 3 Box 635


























































































































































































19 Old Quechee Rd.






7 Royal Crest Dr. #6





















No. Andover, MA 01845
Kristopher Lisauskas




































9 Hidden Pines Dr.
Clarksburg, NJ 08510
Roger Lang


































West Hartford, CT 06110
Jill McTiernan





























































No. Reading, MA 01864
Jonathan Miller
287 Lindsay Pond Rd.
Concord, MA 01742
Stephanie Marotta
































































New Haven, CT 06515
Jason Pagni
15 Howe St.

























































































































































4 Sunrise Rd. RR #3


























45 Van Ness Rd.
Belmont, MA 02178
Kevin Shinnick










No. Reading, MA 01864
Julie Sodre







































































































































Mr. President, Members of the Boards,
Faculty, Staff, and Students:
You and I share a vision of Student
Government.
We believe in a Student Government
that has open lines of communication be-
tween administrators, faculty, staff, and
students. We believe in a Student Govern-
ment where the members are able to ef-
fectuate guidelines for the common good
of our academic community, and we be-
lieve in a Student Government that gives
all members of Merrimack College, a
clear voice in the policy making pro-
cedures.
In my four years at Merrimack College,
I have worked to uphold the high stand-
ards the Student Government Associa-
tion (SGA) demands from itself, and from
the community it serves. The skills I
learned through my experience as Chair-
man of the SGA Budget Control Com-
mittee, and Treasurer of SGA, helped pre-
pare me for my role as President of SGA,
and as President of the Delta Phi Kappa
fraternity.
During my tenure as President of SGA,
I gained a better understanding of the
College, and its customs, but more impor-
tantly, I gained a better understandingof
its people. Together, we enacted tough
policies aimed at improving the quality of
life on campus, including: a smoking
policy, an animal control policy, a public
safety jumper cable service, and a stu-
dent/community van service.
As a recognized and respected campus Board, we delivered a unanimous vote of confidence for Merrimack
College’s incoming President, Richard J. Santagati, and our organization played an active role in welcoming our
newest President into our community during his October 1995 inauguration.
It was a great honor and privilege to serve as the President of the Student Government Association for Mer-
rimack College in 1995-1996. It is with grea pride that I pass the legacy, established through my time as President
of SGA, to the next class.
Here’s to the future,




















































Alpha Delta Gamma fraternity
was founded in Chicago in 1924 and
presently has 15 chapters nation-
wide. It was in 1987 that the colony
formed at Merrimack College was
recognized as a chapter of this na-
tional organization.
Since then, the brothers ofADG at
Merrimack have been dedicated to
serving the college as well as the
local community. Their contribu-
tions from last year alone include a
street hockey tournament they
sponsored by April, active partici-
pation in the Big Brother program
of Lawrence, and co-sponsorship ofa
successful fundraiser to benefit the
fight against muscular dystrophy
and cystic fibrosis.
The brothers of Alpha Delta
Gamma would like to congratulate
all the brothers of the Class of
1996! Also, “A brother who is
helped by a brother is like a city
walled."
Standing L-R: Michael Gavin, Dan Burke, Tony Fernandes, Scott Chartrand, Eric Nowicki,
Bryan Morieko, Andrew Gustin, Mike Armour. Seated L-R: Kevin Crosier, Brian Heffernan,
Kurt Keaney, Todd Charbonnier.
Brian Heffernan and Bryan Morieko proudly
showing off their Alpha Delta Gamma
banner.
Executive Board: President —
Bryan Morieko, Vice-President
— Kevin Crosier, Secretary —




IMA members take time out of dinner to pose for a group picture at the International Collegiate Confer-
nee in New Orleans, Louisiana.
AMA President, Tony Silva, holds the AMA Hutchinson Award received while in New Orleans.
The Merrimack College
Chapter of the American
Marketing Association
has had a successful year
of programs and activities.
Our goal is to bring
together the college com-
munity with the field of
marketing. We were able to
sponsor both social and ac-
ademic activities on and
off campus that helped to
expand our members’
knowledge of marketing.
Over the past year the
Marketing Association in-
creased membership and
proved by our wide array
of non marketing mem-
bers that one does not
have to concentrate on a
major in marketing to




ation has been actively in-
volved in sponsoring char-
itable events. We began in
the fall by participating in
the Walk for Breast Cancer
and along with Merrimac-
tion we Co-sponsored the
annual canned food drive.
During Halloween we took
the Boys and Girls Club of
Lawrence trick or treating
on campus and then
played all the traditional
Halloween games with
them. Our members also
gave back to the college,
donating their time to the
Admission’s Office to give
tours to prospective fresh-
men. We also donated
money to the Oklahoma
fund.
We had a successful mar-
keting week in which we
went bowling with Fideli-
ty House, and held a Com-




The fall and spring
semesters were successful
with our annual fundrais-
ing activity— the Survival
Kits. Thanks to the love
and commitment of so
many students' parents
we were once again able to
bring a little sunshine to
students during the final
exam period.
In the fall, five active
members were able to
attend the Annual North-
east Regional Conference
located at West Virginia
University. The weekend
was full of new learning
experiences, networking
and lots of fun. In April,
the Marketing Association
was able to attend the In-
ternational Collegiate
Conference in New Or-
leans, Louisiana. We were
proud to send the Execu-
tive Board members and
two outstanding members.
The Merrimack Chapter
participated in the annual
awards banquet and was
awarded “Best Communi-
ty Service” and “Market-
ing Week” awards by the
American Marketing As-
sociation. This was a true
honor as it exemplified our
efforts to make our chap-
ter the best it can be.
— Antonio Silva
AMA President 1996
1995-1996 Executive Board L-R: Adam Sulivaras— Vice President ofCommunity Service, Linda Fronczak
— Vice President of Fundraising, Brian Poulliot — Vice President of Public Speakers, Andrea Lacasky —
Vice President of Fundraising, Tony Silva— President, Alessandra Giuggio— Vice President of Publicity,
Paul Amirault — Vice President of Finance and Membership.
AMA members pose for a group picture holding their two awards that they received at the Annual Confer-
ence in New Orleans. Accompanying the group are Prof. Catherine Rich Duval (second from left) and Dr.
Charles Comegys (last person on the right).
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Standing L-R: Monique Aube, Christopher
Cummings, Sarah Davis, Linda Dainis,
Douglas Farmer, Jennifer Earle. Seated L-R:
Philip D’Agati, Karen Lenihan, Tracy Cum-
mings, Frank Santaniello. Missing from
photo are Kelly Coughlin and Jennifer Curtin.
Three students walked into the Argus office for the first time, wondering what
the school newspaper was all about. Four years later, we knew more about run-
ning a newspaper than any of us ever wanted to know. Year after year, new
people joined while others left, yet the three people stayed the same, Linda
Dainis (Editor-in-Chief), Doug Farmer (Managing Editor), and Christopher Cum-
mings (Layout Editor).
Sure there were hard times, trying to figure out how to run a newspaper in one
easy lesson (which didn’t work), trying to meet deadlines, trying to figure out how
to turn on the computer, trying to deal with all the red tape at Merrimack, trying
not to fall asleep at the computer at 2 A.M., and most of all, trying to stick to topics
at meetings. I’ll always remember Chris’ laughter when I said, “I know we have
to send it out in an hour, but can we still fit this in?” My curiosity over whether
there would still be a newspaper when I came back from England. Doug’s anger
about stupid complaints. Sure, we all got upset here and there, but we got
through.
The Argus now has more news, sports, editorials, and especially more opinions
from students, even if some do raise a few questions. And yet, how can you learn if
you don’t question everything around you?
Special thanks to Kristen Picariello for her work as Advertising Director, Mar-
guerite Kane for her support as our Advisor, and Chris Iacono for his submissions
to Arts and Lifestyles. Thanks to Karen Lenihan for her assistance in layout. A












American Society of Civil Engineers
Benzene Ring
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Brothers & Sisters United
Ignore prejudice and build togetherness.
Executive Board: Robert Williams — Founder/
Advisor, Larry L. Merritt — Founder/President,
Silas Betten — Vice-President, Renee Faulk —
Vice-President, Shannon Fouhey — Treasurer,
Lakeisha Turner — Secretary.
Members: Michael Burt, Michael Goines, Luis
Pires, Lenny Vasquez, Sean Boylan, Deman Keyes,
Ive Pena, Joelle Berthelot, Beth Blankenship,
James Despres, Matthew Carter, Lonnie Mejia,
Steven Gooding, Doris Rodriguez, Stephanie
Soriano-Campbell, Tracy Cummings.
Deman Keyes and Lenny Vasquez representing
Brothers & Sisters United.
Just another day of planning for Brothers & Sisters
United (B.S.U.).
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Brothers & Sisters United
Budget Control Committee
Standing L-R: Jim Campbell and Heath Stone.
Seated L-R: Forest Thompson and Dan Murphy.
The Budget Control Committee of Merrimack
College allocates funds to the various groups and
organizations on campus. BCC is made up of the
IFSC treasurer, the Commuter Council treasurer,
two Student Government Association repre-
sentatives, and is headed by the Student Govern-
ment treasurer.
$ ^< it14) 14)
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Commuter Council
The joke: A resident student dies and finds St.
Peter waiting for him outside of heaven. “To get
into heaven,” St. Peter says, “You must pass one
final test: Spell God.” The resident does and pro-
ceeds into heaven. A commuter student dies and
finds St. Peter waiting for him outside of heaven.
St. Peter tells the commuter that to get in, he has to
pass one last test. The commuter protests: “My car
breaks down weekly, Pm alienated from my school,
I can barely stay awake in class because I work all
night, and now you want to give me another test?”
St. Peter says, “Yes.” The commuter sighs and
agrees to the test. St. Peter says, “To get into
heaven, Spell Melchizedek.”
The reality: At Merrimack College, resident
students constitute some sixty percent of the stu-
dent population, so the college concentrates prima-
rily on meeting resident needs. In this process,
commuters are often neglected. During my junior
year, I got tired of this neglect. I gathered four like-
minded people and, together we revamped a fos-
silized organization called the Commuter Council.
As Commuter Council president, I presented my
ideas for rebuilding the Commuter Council to the
directors of Student Activities and Student Life. If we created a common meeting ground for commuters I proposed,
we could mobilize commuters, interest them in campus life, and then everyone could wTork together to see that all
voices on campus were heard and all needs were met. Commuters are an important piece of our community, I argued;
we just don’t know it yet.
Within four months, the Commuter Council renovated its office space with a cable television, a VCR, a computer, a
microwave, couches, new carpeting, and — after one or two threatening phone calls to physical plant and to student
life — an asbestos-free lounge. In March 1995, the Commuter Council hung up fliers announcing its rebirth. We
thought months of hard labor were going to pay off big. Little did we know it would — in disappointment. We figured
that we could bring commuters to the Commuter Council. We were wrong. We needed to bring the Commuter Council
to commuters. To that end, we composed and circulated Commuter Council pamphlets, we mailed memoranda to
faculty to read during class, we gave speeches in the quad, and we telephoned commuters at home petitioning them
to join. This “personal” approach worked.
When commuters saw they were needed, they responded. In twTo short semesters, the Commuter Council grew from
five members to over seventy. Former commuters like the college President and the Dean of Faculty and Liberal
Arts visit our lounge. They want us to succeed because they remember when they, as commuters, were unorganized
and marginalized. Now commuters are becoming a prominent group on campus. We’ve made it clear it our involve-
ment in campus politics and activities that we will not be ignored. I’m proud to say that we’ve helped commuters
realize that we do have a voice — that in fact, we always have. We just didn’t know how to use it.
— Christopher Cummings ’96
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Front Row L-R: Tom Sellinger, Peter Favazza, Sergio Cardona, Michael Snyder, Robert Magaldi, Prof. Rit Chiang.
Back Row L-R: Chebrech Aregawi Ristos, Mazen Madani, Jeff Linstad, Paul Hogan.
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) is a worldwide technical professional society de-
voted to advancing the theory and application of electrical
engineering, electronics, and computing. The IEEE pro-
motes the development of electrotechnology and allied
sciences to better humanity. The chairman of the IEEE
Merrimack College Student Branch for the last three years
is a graduating senior, Mike Snyder; our faculty advisor, in
his first year at the job, is Professor Rit Chiang. This past
year the IEEE constructed a micromouse for the IEEE Re-
gional Student Micromouse Competition and held Senior
Project Day ’96, where alumni, faculty, and students gath-
ered together to view presentations and demonstrations of
electrical engineering students and senior projects. The
IEEE also invites guest lecturers to speak on important
topics in electrical engineering, and tours companies and
institutions of interest in the area. The IEEE holds general
meetings each week to plan activities and events. IEEE
membership is open to all electrical engineering, computer
science, and related arts & sciences majors.
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Math Club
The Math Club, otherwise known
as Mathematical Connections, is a
newly-founded club at Merrimack
College. It was started by seniors
Gail Goddard (President spring-
fall semesters 1995) and Colleen
Hennessy (Vice-President spring-
fall semesters 1995) in the spring
semester of 1995, with a big help
from our faculty advisor, Dr.
Michael Bradley. We owe thanks to
the Mathematics Department for
their support.
Our goals are to educate our
members on such mathematical
topics as careers, graduate
studies, and selection of courses; to
develop an awareness of the
mathematical needs everywhere;
and to discover new interests. The
Math Club has hosted Career
Nights, has attended mathemati-
cal conferences, and has partici-
pated in an SAT math prep, course
at the Urban Institute. This year
we hope to recruit more members,
invite a mathematics lecturer to
Merrimack, and do more work with
mathematics in the community. We
are a diverse and fun-filled bunch!
— Melissa Demers
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Math Club Pizza Party
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Merrimaction
Merrimaction is Merrimack in Action. It offers an um-
brella of volunteer activities for all members of the Mer-
rimack community. It is our chance to help those who are
less fortunate and show our gratitude and appreciation
for what we have. Volunteer opportunities include a
Physical Therapy Program at Ironstone Farm, Bowling
with Fidelity House, HIV Meal and Daffodil Days,
among others. The Alternative Spring Break Trip is an
annual event, when students perform urban renewal
projects in major cities. Special events like Earth Day
and Peace and Justice Week are celebrated with great
enthusiasm. A large number of volunteers also partici-
pate in the Walk for Hunger.
— Karan Mathur
'
Above: Standing L-R: Karan Matur, Rita Bertorell, Erin
Murray, Heath Stone. Sitting L-R: Jen Marshall, Heather
Stone, Beth Higgins.
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lack Row L-R: Jen Beaulieu, James Hogue, Prof. He Li (Advisor), Michael Granata. Middle
:ow L-R: Kay Koutrako, Sheila Fuller, Nicole Angelone, Jen Stiles. Front Row L-R: Erin
>oherty, Kristen Picariello, Phil D’Agati.
On a cold February Morning Col-
lege students from all across the
United States, Europe, Asia, and
Latin America converged on
Boston, Massachusetts for the
Harvard National Model U.N. A
delegation of 10 students from
Merrimack College represented
the nation of Laos. We spent an en-
tire weekend in committee meet-
ings and debates. Highlights of the
weekend included tours of Har-
vard University, a delegate Dance
and a special awards ceremony at
the end of the event. Although
Team Merrimack did not win any
awards, many of the delegates
were commended by officials for a
great effort during the weekend.
The event was a great time to get
to know people from other schools
and countries, as well as a time to
shed ones own persona and take on
that of a delegate representing a
nation in a multi-nation assembly.
The Model U.N. is a unique experi-
ence that I enjoyed being a part of,
and look forward to being part of
this event next year.
— Phil D’Agati
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Nu Phi Kappa (Now PKT)
The brothers of Nu Phi Kappa were proud to announce that they
were going back to their national fraternity, Phi Kappa Theta. We
have discussed this possibility many times over the years, but this
time we decided to go through with it one hundred percent. The 40
re-founding fathers of Phi Kappa Theta, are going to carry on the
image and traditions that Nu Phi Kappa has carried over the years
throughout the Merrimack Community.
Phi Kappa Theta strives to help others and the community around
us. Every semester we have held our Red Cross Blood Drive, and we
have also hone bowling with the mentally challenged from the Fideli-
ty House. Inside the college community, we are always ready to lend a
helping hand, from being an active part of the Orientation Program to
becoming casino dealers for Merrimack’s Parent Weekend. Something
new that we did this year was participating in the Boys and Girls Club
Halloween Party. Several groups on campus set up different little
events on campus for the Boys and Girls Club of Lawrence. One of our
alumni, Rob Williams, also the Resident Director of Monican, set up
the event and contacted the children. The event was a huge success, and a lot of fun.
1J
Aside from helping out the community, the brothers of Phi Kappa Theta strive to improve the social aspect of life.
We had our Annual Back to School Bash, at the beginning of last semester, and last year we had our second Pig
Roast on Monican Field. We also sponsored our Annual Volleyball tournament, and we have been in the works for an
Alumni Brother Basketball tournament. We Finish off the semester with our fraternity weekend, which consists of
our formal on Friday, followed by a day in Boston and a Red Sox game.






Orientation is an ef-
fort on the part of Mer-
rimack College to help
entering students make
a successful transition
to the Merrimack en-
vironment. The Orien-
tation program here at
Merrimack assists en-




fied upper class stu-
dents are trained as ef-
fective leaders of the
orientation process.
While peer-oriented, the
program is one which at-
tempts to provide the
new students with a
comprehensive under-
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Right Choice Peer Education
Right Choice Peer Education Member-
ship Roster: Cheri Adams, Andrea
Albanese, Robin Backman, Joelle
Berthelot, Lori Bananno, MaryAnn
Brenes, Robert Briggs, Stephanie
Brodeur, Michael Caruso, Tara Cham-
berlain. Craig Champa, Vincent
Ciaccio, Kristen Colozzi, Tricia Comer,
Lauren Como, Erica DeSimone, John
Diaz, Jon Goode, Michelle Hourihan,
Ray Howell, Janet Hull, Michael Huri,
Brian Jukins, Chip Klang, Jessica
Koosa, Maggie Koosa, Matt Lachapelle,
Julie Lanza, Matt McClusky, Dan
McKinnon, Julie Maccarone, Amy Man-
chester, Chris Marsella, Doug Moreira,
Melissa Moyer, Dan Murphy, Kerri
O’Brien, Kerri O'Leary, Janice Patania,
Nate Piccini, Julie Porter, Danielle
Powloski, Shawn Reddish, Amy Runci,
Jodi Saia, Kellie Shea, Kara Shields,
Jason Simpson, Jen Smith, Amy Spick-
ler, Josie Thomas, Christine Torla,
Brian Vaughn, Stacy Viara, Cate
Wallace. Standing L-R: Michelle Hourihan, Lori Bonnano, Josie Thomas, Jessica Koosa, Shawn
Reddish, Maggie Koosa, Matt McClusky, Robin Backman, Kellie Shea, Julie Maccarone, Brian
Jukins, Chris Batty (Advisor). Seated L-R: Kerri O’Brien, Kara Shields, Julie Lanza, Danielle
Powloski, Jodi Saia, Melissa Moyer.
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Sigma Phi Omega
Founded in 1988, Sigma Phi Omega has brought a di-
verse group of female college students close together to
form friendships that will last a lifetime. Known to many
as the “Spo Cats”, the group not only strives to build
strong relationships with each other, but work together
to benefit the college community, both academically and
socially. We have actively participated in fundraising,
which includes sponsoring Tuck-ins, a great success and
enjoyed by all involved, donations to the hospital burn
unit, involvement with the Lazarus House in Lawrence,
visiting homeless shelters, and sponsoring off campus
parties, for students to get out and enjoy themselves
with friends. We, the sisters of Sigma Phi Omega, would
like to thank our advisor Carolyn Labenski for all her
time and support. We would also like to wish all the mem-
bers of the senior class, especially our graduating sis-
ters, happiness and success in the future. We will miss
them.
— Stacy White
Back L-R: Gina DeMarco, Stacy White. Third Row L-R: Denise Pen-
achio, Kim Mason. Second Row L-R: Katie O’Brien, Tara Price, Jackie
Conrad, Jen Gustafson, Heather Clough, Kara Eustic, Keri Rudolph,
Colleen Diles, Susana Quelha. Front Row L-R : Carrie Hagberg (Treas-
urer), Karen Hardy (Vice-President), Amy Anderson (President),




Theta Phi Alpha has re-
mained strong since be-
coming the first national
sorority at Merrimack Col-
lege. Our values of Pride,
Trust, and Equality still
provide a strong founda-
tion to bond the sisters of
Theta Phi Alpha, both old
and new.
The mission of Theta Phi
Alpha is to provide the op-
portunity for development
in every aspect of each sis-
ter’s life. We also look for-




We welcome all new sis-
ters with open arms. To
those sisters who are grad-
uating, we would like to
thank you for your friend-
ship, sisterhood, and guid-
ance. We wish you the best
life has to offer.
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Theta Phi Alpha
1994 E-Board L-R: Kristen
Colozzi (Pledge Educator),
Lahlayne Sullivan (Pres-





1995 E-Board L-R: Heather Stone (Pledge Educator), Maureen Maidhof (Treasurer), Marianne Kidd (Vice-
President), Erin Murray (President), Renee Leblanc (Secretary), Katie Bastille (Pledge Educator).
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Xi Lambda Psi
Xi Lambda Psi was founded in
1990 by five women who had bright
hopes for the future. Over the
years, Xi Lambda Psi has partici-
pated in the Big Brother/Big Sister
Program of Greater Lawrence and
raised money for the Christmas
Kids. As our sisterhood progresses
into the future, the tradition upon
which we are founded will remain a
biff part of us. As we prow in size,
each member contributes a unique
quality that enhances the whole.
The sisters of XLP send their best
wishes to the sisters who are grad-
uating and entering the “real
world”. We would like to congratu-
late Linda Fronczak, Carrie Mac-
Donald, Christine Sacchetti,
Jessica Koosa, Amy Carlson,
Michelle Nadeau, and Jennifer
Luciano. We wish you the best of
luck and you will be missed by all of
us. Know that our hearts are with
you.
E-Board: Back L-R: MaryAnne Buffone, Lori Bonanno.
Front Row L-R: Amy Natola, Julie Marsh, Jennifer Smith,
























Top Row (L-R): Kristy Sweet, Kerri Lyman, Coach Carol DeCourcey, Deana Towns, Erin Ropers. Middle Row (L-R): Beth
Blankenship, Kelley Michael, Erin Kelley, Allison Martino, Bripitte Beaudoin. Kristen Edwards, Joan Harmacinski. Atiyen
LeGault. Bottom Row (L-R): Kathryn Winn, Jessica Rancourt, Kerri Hickox, Becky Louphran. Daniela Paparo (captain),










at Bentley 0-2 L
at LIU-C.W. Post 0-1 L
WPI 0-1 L
Kutztown 0-5 L
Salve Regina (OT) 2-1 W
at Sacred Heart 0-4 L
at Keene State 0-2 L
at Southern CT 2-1 W
at Bryant 3-0 W
UMass-Lowell 0-2 L
at Bridgewater St. 0-1 L
at UMass-Dartmouthi 1-2 L
Saint Michael’s (cancelled)





1995 GOLF Overall Record: 0-7
Opponent Score W/L
at M.I.T. 442-404 L
at UMass-Lowell 441-396 L
Bentley 441-412 L
at Nichols 355-325 L
Assumption 355-333 L
Worcester State 355-343 L










New York Tech 12-0
LIU-C.W. Post 2-0
at New Haven 1-0
at Concordia (NY) 8-0


























at Franklin Pierce 2-5 L
Dowling 0-1 L
at Quinnipiac 0-3 L
UMass-Lowell (20T) 2-0 W
at Bridgeport (20T) 3-3 T
Florida Tech 3-2 W
Missouri-St. Louis 2-0 W
NH College 0-6 L
at Saint Rose 6-1 W
Bryant 4-0 w
at Sacred Heart 2-0 w
at AIC 3-0 w
at Bentley 3-0 w
Stonehill 5-2 w
LIU-Southampton 2-3 L
Saint Anselm 1-1 T
at Saint Michael’s 4-0 W
Keene State (20T) 2-2 T
Assumption 9-2 W





Top Row (L-R): Lori Stranz, Rachel McKeeman, Maura Standring. Rick Eddlemann (Coach), Tricia Carr
1
Tricia Meganey. Kat




































Back Row (L-R): Karen Willms (Coach), Kelly White, Mappie Koosa, Carrie MacDonald (Co-Captain), Robyn Vallarelli, Kim Lanzillo,




1995 Volleyball Overall Record: 6-20
Opponent Score W/L
at Bentley 0-3 L
at Saint Michael’s 0-3 L
Saint Lawrence 3-0 W
Saint Anselm 0-3 L
Saint Lawrence 3-1 W
Stonybrook 0-3 L
Amer. International 0-3 L
Le Moyne 0-3 L
Stonehill 0-3 L
at Stonehill 0-3 L
at Quinnipiac 0-3 L
Saint Rose 0-3 L
LIU-Southampton 0-3 L
UMass-Lowell 0-3 L
NH College 3-0 W
Southern Conn. 0-3 L
at LIU-Southampton 1-3 L
at Saint Anselm 0-3 L
at Assumption 3-1 W
Bryant 1-3 L
Amer. International 1-3 L
UMass-Lowell 0-3 L
Albany State 0-3 L
Keene State 3-1 W
at NH College 3-0 W












St. Thomas Aquinas 60-65 L
Philadelphia Text. 45-60 L
AIC 63-78 L
NH College 64-72 L
Pace University 83-86 L
Pitt-Johnstown 54-72 L
Air Force 104-102 W
Tampa University 71-65 W
Eckerd College 73-56 w
Assumption 85-73 w
Saint Anselm 67-80 L
Stonehill 66-72 L





Saint Anselm 59-62 L
Saint Michael’s 72-53 W
Stonehill 77-70 W














Southern Conn. 70-79 L
Sacred Heart 79-74 W
NewHampshire 71-83 L
AIC 58-69 L
New England 107-51 W
Westbrook 95-72 w




Saint Anselm 90-99 L
Stonehill 82-88 L






Saint Anselm 76-93 L
Saint Michael’s 81-100 L
Stonehill 57-76 L




Saint Michael’s 84-78 w












at Providence 1-4 L
Providence 3-4 L
Northeastern 1-1 T
at UMass-Amherst 3-4 L
UMass-Amherst 4-5 L
at UMass-Lowell 3-5 L
at New Hampshire 4-2 W
New Hampshire 5-2 W
at RPI 2-2 T
Wilfrid Laurier 8-1 W
Princeton 1-1 T
at Maine 2-6 L
at Maine 5-9 L
Boston University 1-6 L
at Boston Univ. 6-8 L
Union 2-4 L
Brown 4-4 T
at Boston College 5-7 L
at Air Force 4-1 W
at Air Force 2-1 W
Yale 5-2 W
Northeastern 3-3 T
at Boston College 3-5 L
Boston College 2-4 L
UMass-Amherst 5-8 L
Maine 1-2 L
at Northeastern 5-3 W
Providence 4-6 L
UMass-Lowell 2-3 L
at UMass-Lowell 6-7 L
Boston University 7-4 W
Army 9-2 W








































































Adelphi Univ. 2-8 L
Univ. of New Haven 2-1 W








1996 Lacrosse Overall Record: 7-6
Opponent Score
at Col. Sch. Mines 10-8
at U. of New Haven 15-6
at Amer. Internat’l 18-9
Assumption 15-3
Saint Michael’s 5-14
at Holy Cross 5-15














1996 Softball Overall Record: 33-9
Opponent Score W/L
Univ. of Tampa 7-1 W
Univ. of Tampa 9-2 W
Saint Leo’s 3-0 W
Saint Leo’s 3-4 L
Rollins College 9-8 W
Rollins College 9-1 W
Amer. Internat’l 1-10 L
Amer. Internat’l 9-2 W
Sacred Heart 4-0 W
Sacred Heart 2-4 L
Assumption 3-5 L
Assumption 1-2 L
Saint Michael’s 10-0 W
Saint Michael’s 9-0 W
C.W. Post 6-5 w
C.W. Post 10-0 w
Franklin Pierce 13-0 w
Franklin Pierce 12-6 w
Le Moyne 1-0 w








Univ. of New Haven 3-2 W
Dowling College 9-8 W







Saint Anselm 2-3 L
Stonehill 1-0 W
Quinnipiac 3-0 W
Saint Anselm 8-0 W
Amer. Internat’l 3-4 L
Amer. Internat’l 1-2 L








































Brothers & Sisters United
Appreciation Night & Awards
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Brothers & Sisters United
Unity Day 1996
Fr. Terry Hyland, OSA and Sr. Elaine Polcari, SSND at Unity Day unveiling the Augustinian banner. 1996
marks the ‘200th Anniversary of the Augustinians and the theme is entitled “Sharing the Fire".




Celebrating 200 years of
On Friday, April 19, 1996, five students
and the Campus Ministry Team left for
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania to celebrate
the 200th anniversary of the Augustin-
ians in the United States. On Friday
night thousands of people gathered j n
Olde Saint Augustine’s Church in Phil-
adelphia for a solemn evening of prayer.
Fr. John Deegan, O.S.A., Prior Provincial
of the Province of Saint Thomas of Villa-
nova and former President of Merrimack
was the celebrant of the evening of
prayer. The five students were chosen to
process in and out holdingthe Merrimack
banner, Tim Carey was chosen to pro-
claim a reading, and Sr. Elaine Polcari
was chosen to carry the incense. A recep-
tion followed at the Holiday Inn.
The next morning Merrimack has the
honor of being present at 9:00 mass which
was celebrated by Fr. Miguel Angel Or-
casitas, O.S. A., Prior General of the Order
of Saint Augustine.
A visit to Philadelphia would not be
complete without seeing some of the
sites! After mass we were given a tour of
our sister school, Villanova University.
The campus was absolutely beautiful but
Merrimack still feels like home. After our
tour we headed to Philadelphia to see the
sites. We toured Independence Hall, saw
the Liberty Bell, and some of us even has
the chance to see the city from a horse
drawn carriage ride. Unfortunately, the
two days flew by and early Sunday morn-
ing we headed for home.
As we celebrate the 200th anniversary
of the Augustinians in the United States
we look forward to “Sharing the Fire” for
another 200 years to come.
— Kim Costanzo
Posing for a picture outside of the Saint Augustine Friary at Villanova are from left:!
Richard Aybar, Kim Costanzo, Rita Bertorelli, Sr. Elaine Polcari, Karan Mathur, Jackie
McLeod, Fr. Terry Hyland, Timothy Carey. Missing from photo is Fr. Jim Paradis.
Posing for a picture at the reception following the opening celebration are from left: Kim I
Costanzo, Fr. John Deegan, Karan Mathur, Rita Bertorelli, Pres. Richard Santigati,
Jackie McLeod, Mrs. Roche, Tim Carey.
Right: The inside of
St. Thomas of Villa-
nova Church.
Far Right: Statue of
the Blessed Virgin
























Christmas Party & Tree Lighting
On December 7, 1995 the entire Merrimack College Community was
invited to attend the annual Christmas Party/Tree Lighting. The
afternoon began at Collegiate Church of Christ the Teacher with a
service entitled “Festival of Light and Hope”, then the annual tree
lighting outside the church. The Merrimack Chorale sung Christmas
Carols and then everyone proceeded to Murray Lounge for food,
drinks, and of course an opportunity to sit on Santa’s lap.
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Christmas Party & Tree Lighting
Homecoming Winter Weekend 1996
Homecoming Winter Weekend 1996
2.10
Homecoming Winter Weekend 1996
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New Student Leadership Symposium
On January 21, 1996 the new
student leaders of Merrimack
gathered for a day of fun and
learning. The day began with some
activities designed to get everyone
pumped up for the rest of the day
activities. After that everyone broke
up into small groups to explore
different aspects of leadership which
ranged from organizing a meeting to
preparing and understanding a
budget. A speaker later on in the day
caught everyone’s attention and
lunch was served after that. The last
part of the day centered on a round
table discussion with College
Administrators. President Santigati,
Provost Theodore Long, and Chief
Cain from Public Safety were among
the many Administrators who held
discussions with the new student
leaders of the college.
New Student Leadership Retreat
ront Row — L-R: David Rogers (Greek Advisor/Resident Director),
mnifer Reboulet, Beth Higgins, Sean Martin, Kim Costanzo, Renee
aulk, Maryellen Colliton (Director of Student Activities),
ack Row — L-R: James Hogue, John Porter, Allison Sampson, Mike
Dtvin, Michael Gravel, Ed Colbert.
The New Student Leadership Retreat was held in November
1995 at the Rolling Ridge Conference Center in North Andover.
The retreat is specifically designed for new students who were
hand picked after being reviewed by their Admissions applica-
tion. These students were involved in leadership roles in high
schools and Merrimack hopes this tradition will continue. Over
the retreat weekend students were involved in “ropes course”
activities, discussion groups, and various other activities. The
weekend gives students a chance to get to know one another and
learn more about leadership opportunities at the college.
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Freshman Year . . . what can I say, it was FRESH-
MAN YEAR. I dunno about anyone else, but it wasn’t as
bad as I was warned it would be. I think I survived. The
teachers didn’t look like satan. Nor did they grade like
him with a temper problem. I guess it was all just
rumors and superstition. But what I say is that if
anyone told me a year ago that I would be doing every-
thing I have been in my freshman year, I probably
would have throttled them to wake them from their
drunken stupor. This year has been a great one at Mer-
rimack.
I would like to also take this opportunity to thank
some of the people along the way. I want to thank every-
body who helped make this book happen. I would also
like to thank all the great people who I worked with on
the Newspaper. I would like to say thank you to all my
friends who have been such a great support (family in-
cluded). Most of all, I want to thank the Merrimack Col-
lege Community for accepting me into their family.
On a lighter note: Can anyone explain to me what the
story is behind the picture on the last page of the Senior
Formal section? The one with the black eye and two
bottles. I gather the possible explanation for this one
would be rather amusing.
Well, I assume that you are probably wishing you
ladn’t started reading this. But, look on the bright side.
A.t least I didn’t tell any stupid, stale jokes. Okay, since it
s probably a safe bet that you are as sick of reading this
is I am tired of typing it, I’ll stop here (no cheering
ilease!!) Good luck to all who read this book (especially
;his page) and God Bless
. . .
Philip D’Agati
fust a little Olympic Humor
Top Ten Summer Olympic Events not Held in the
Atlanta Games.
0. Olympic Presidential Campaigning (Picture it: Dole
in the Marathon)
9. Synchronized, Rhythmic Boxing.
8. The Bob Packwood Dash.
7. Olympic Cricket
6. Olympic American Football
5. Olympic Penny Diving (too many contestants might
drown)
4. Midget Tossing (still a popular sport in Mississippi)
3. Olympic Basket Weaving
2. Olympic Unprofessional — professional Wrestling
1. Olympic Javelin Catching.
As I write to you it’s the beginning of August and in
the next few weeks the final pages of the book will be
shipped off for publication. Two words come to mind
when people ask me how the first year as Editor-in-Chief
of the 1996 Merrimackan went— changing and learning.
I had heard rumors that if no one came forward to
help, Merrimack might not have a yearbook this year. I
decided to attend a few meetings and see what it was all
about. The strange thing is I still feel like it was only
yesterday that I found myself sitting in Murray Lounge
being congratulated that I was the new Editor of the
yearbook. I never thought that I would find myself in
that position so soon, considering that I had just begun
my freshman year at Merrimack a month before. Many
people couldn’t believe that I was a freshman and in
charge of a yearbook that I knew virtually nothing
about but that soon changed. That next month was
probably the most difficult as we began to hold addition-
al meetings to elect other E-Board members. We met
with Student Government and the Director of Student
Activities on countless occasions making sure that all
our questions and concerns were answered and our
fears eased just a bit. Unfortunately, everything didn’t
come together all at once— everyday was a new adven-
ture and there was never a dull moment especially when
deadlines were fast approaching.
Just by flipping through the book you can find evi-
dence of the changes we made, but more important is the
learning process that occurred even as the pages were
being laid out. Granted, I worked on my high school
yearbook where I was Assistant Editor and then Editor
but I realized I still had so much more to learn. Putting
together a college yearbook is so much more work and I
soon realized that I not only had to play a leadership role
but each member was a player and together we all
formed a team that needed to work together. Of course,
there were many ups and downs but I realized that to be
able to learn from those experiences is the best lesson to
learn of all. Believe me, there were days when I was
ready to “throw in the towel” as people say, but I gradu-
ally learned to take one day at a time and continue on.
I sincerely hope that you have enjoyed looking
through the 1996 Merrimackan as much as we have en-
joyed putting it together. This yearbook attempted to
cover many different aspects of Merrimack and I hope
that we have succeeded. We attempted to make some
changes and we hope you agree with our changes. In the
next few weeks our focus will shift from the ’96 book to
the ’97 book. We have a lot of work ahead of us consider-
ing the multitude of events happening on campus to cel-
ebrate the 50th anniversary of the college but we are
eager to take on another adventure. We are always look-
ing for new members to join so don’t be shy — come to
the office and introduce yourself we would love to have
you as part of our staff.
So until the next yearbook is published, enjoy flipping
through this yearbook which helps form part of the his-
tory of Merrimack College.
— Kim Costanzo
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Diana Crudele (Advertising Editor)— Thanks for all your help this year. I couldn’t have done it without you! Your
dedication is much appreciated and I could always count on you to help me out. I really enjoyed working writh you
this year.
Phil D’Agati (Co-Editor)— We can finally say that the 1996 Merrimackan is complete and soon we begin planning the
’97 book. Even though this first year was filled with ups and downs we made it through all the obstacles we faced.
Thanks for your help — especially when Diana and I needed to learn how to use the computer.
Lisa Etsell (Layout Editor)— Thanks for taking over the position as layout editor late in the year. And thanks for
always bringing a laugh to our meetings!
Doug Farmer (Club/Organizations Editor)— Thanks for all your efforts when trying to organize dates and times for
club photos.
Mike Potvin (Sports Editor)— Thanks for all your efforts in getting team pictures and statistics when certain road
blocks occurred. Your dedication to the yearbook is much appreciated. On a personal note— thanks for putting up
with me when I was stressed out beyond belief! Thanks for always being there for me whenever I need you.
Donna Welch (Photography Editor)— Thanks for helping us out when it came to taking different candids and resi-
dents. Your help is much appreciated.
A big thank you needs to go out to Maryellen Colliton! Thanks for everything that you did for us this year. We could
never have gotten through this first year without all your help.
A special thank you goes out to President Santagati. Thank you for taking the time to meet with us when we asked
you to write a message in the yearbook.
Thank you to all the Administration, Faculty & Staff who took the time to let us photograph each of you. You each
helped make the yearbook even better.
Thank you to Guy Garon, our Jostens Advisor, for putting up with us but also being very patient with us when we
had endless questions and concerns.
Thank you to everyone at Purdy-Vantine Studios, especially Terry Bleiler and Scott Gauge, for helping us out in so
many ways. Being able to come on campus and take so many pictures made our life just a little bit easier.
Thank you to all the Clubs & Organizations who took the time to schedule appointments to have your picture taken.
As well as those who submitted their own photos and write-ups. This is what helps make our yearbook great!
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The Class of 96’
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The Critics Choice for the Best
Chinese Cuisine North of Boston
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Have your next party or function at the China Blossom.
We will be happy to
work with you to create the perfect event.
Jot ta/^e out or more information,
(Please calf
(508) 685-1672 • (508) 682-2242




Pages 1-16, 97-128, 241-256 are printed on 901b lustro finish paper.
Pages 17-96, 129-240, 257-264 are printed on 801b dull enamel paper.
— Endsheets:
The color is blue stone.
— Cover:
The cover is craftline embossed, the color is navy, with a cordova grain. The seal of Merrimack was taken from a
old yearbook. The seal itself is gold metallic. The cover was designed by yearbook staff and produced by Josten
Hunter Publishing Company.
— Photography:
Purdy-Vantine Studios provided many of the candids including:
*Sports candids and a few team photos, all other team photos were taken by A1 Pareira.
*Most of the Senior Portraits.
*Most of the Administration, Faculty & Staff photos.
*Color photos of Senior Week and Graduation.
*Color photos of the Junior Formal.
*Some of the Clubs & Organizations Photos.
*A11 of the film used by our staff was provided by Purdy-Vantine as well.
Some of the Clubs & Organizations provided their own group photos. Candids of each Club represented in thi
yearbook were provided by the members themselves or taken by yearbook photographer, Donna Welch.
Donna Welch (Photography Editor) provided many of the candids that appeared throughout this book. Sheila Fulle
took photos of Senior Week activities along with Scott Gauge from Purdy-Vantine Studios in Melrose, Ma. A fe\
photos were taken by Mike Potvin (Sports Editor) and Phil D’Agati (Co-Editor).
The entire yearbook was published by Jostens/Hunter Publishing Company. Our yearbook sales representative i
Guy Garon.




